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Abstract
Business in today’s competitive landscape has recognized the arts as a means to drive organisational development as well as to innovate management systems. As business environments are becoming more uncertain, in the challenging atmosphere where the only constant is change, companies are challenged to improve existing products and services and develop new products quickly and efficiently. As a result, there is an increasing demand for creativity and innovation in businesses. Thus, in the ever-changing environment businesses are seeking employees with creative and innovative skills to meet the demands for constant innovation. This is a feature which is traditionally primarily demonstrated by artists, rather than by business employees. However, in order to extend their competencies and capacity, organisations can employ the arts for business purposes. In particular, from a practical point of view, organisations can adopt Arts-Based Learning Programmes (ABLP), i.e. training programmes that use any form of arts to address and solve a business issue and support business transformation. Given that we do not know much about employees perspectives on the training programmes, the aim of this study is to explore the experience of Arts-Based Learning Programmes (ABLP) from the perspective of employees, concerning what they have learnt from the programme and how the learning is applied in their daily work. This presentation will shed light on how ABLP actually works from the employees perspective, which might be distinct from that of artists and training managers who have their own agenda in promoting ABLP in the workplace.
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